
Remote sensing and the electromagnetic spectrum

The EM spectrum 
provides the ‘layers’ 
in RS and is key to 
the data collected.



Units of wavelength measurement

Metres:                  thousandths of a km

Millimetres:          thousandths of a metre

micrometres:       millionths of a metre (microns)

nanometres:         billionths of a metre

(Frequency)



Here are the 7 rainbow colours from shortest to longest wavelength.

• Violet - shortest wavelength, ~ 400-420 nanometers 

• Indigo      420 - 440 nm

• Blue       440 - 490 nm

• Green     490 - 570 nm

• Yellow     570 - 585 nm

• Orange   585 - 620 nm

• Red         620 - 700nm- 780= longest visible wavelength

Visible  wavelengths range from 0.4- 0.7 microns (400-700nm)



Panchromatic
= more combined energy

Similarly for digital data 

e.g. cameras with 3 

‘sensors’ for RGB

Microns



Panchromatic air photo: 15th / University Way



Colour air photo: 15th / University Way

There is limited ‘extra information’ compared to PAN’





1950s:   Infra-red (IR) photography

IR was developed during the Korean War to distinguish between 
healthy vegetation (reflecting IR) and camouflage. Hence it 
was  known as 'camouflage detection' film or 'false colour’.
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PGmap spring 2014 natural colour 

https://pgmap.princegeorge.ca/Html5Viewer/index.html?viewer=PGMap

https://pgmap.princegeorge.ca/Html5Viewer/index.html?viewer=PGMap


PGmap spring 2014 IR image:



Summary of advantages of (near) 
Infra-Red wavelengths: 

1. Vegetation differences are enhanced   
      e.g. coniferous v deciduous etc..

2. Land-water distinctions are enhanced

3. Blue -most susceptible to haze- is removed



Near IR Shortwave-IR (SWIR)

Longwave

Thermal

Mid-IR



The Infra-red portion of the EM spectrum

0.7 - 1.5 microns: near IR – vegetation biomass /health

1.3 - 3.0 microns: SWIR -  moisture content (inverse= dryness)

SWIR= ShortWave IR

Visible, Near and SWIR are reflected energy from the Sun

3.0- 15.0 microns: far IR – thermal (temperature)

Some sources extend far IR to 1000 microns (1 mm)

Note: most of this energy is not reflected solar energy, but is 

emitted terrestrial energy (see previous slide)



The near IR (0.7-1.3 microns) records energy related  to vegetation 
vigour (health), while the SWIR (1.3-3.0 microns) is (soil) moisture. 

Neither have to do with temperature (or not much)

    Near-IR                               SWIR



Landsat TM band combinations: Visible versus IR combination

RGB are not too different

Visible wavelengths image                       Including Infrared (NIR / SWIR)

e.g. Google maps, earth  (3-2-1)                     e.g. BC imap / GEOG357 labs (5-4-3)

The best displays include one band each from the visible, near-IR and mid-IR



advantages of Infra-Red wavelengths: contrast

Spectral Reflectance Curves



The various wavelengths are captured as ‘Bands’ or layers

e.g. Landsat satellites 4, 5  and 7 (below)



Landsat 5 Thematic Mapper bands (1984-2011)

Note previous confusion of ‘SWIR with Mid-IR



https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Infrared

A note on 

divisions 

within 

Infrared

Thermal

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Infrared


Prince George Landsat 5        Band 6 - thermal-IR

‘Brightness temperature’  – related to surface thermal qualities



This records longer wavelengths (shown in orange) and a measure of 
temperature as it is emitted NOT reflected IR    - Works day / night 

Thermal Infrared (3-15 microns)



Microwave:  1mm – 1 metre wavelength

These wavelengths beyond the infra-red can ‘see through' clouds, light 
rain, and snow, but there is a low amount of it 
 … why we use these wavelengths for communications 



As wavelength increases, so does 
atmospheric penetration ….

Gamma rays:         most don’t reach earth



Summary

Remote Sensing activity is classified into three groups 
based on the wavelengths used, and type/source of data:

1. Visible and Near/Shortwave Infrared 
            (reflected) = ‘optical’
 

2. Thermal Infrared (emitted from earth)

3. Microwave (emitted and cloud-free … includes Radar)
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